
 

PRE-QUALIFICATION CRITERIA 
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No 

Pre-Qualification Criteria - 
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Documents to be submitted 
Compliance  

& Details 
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The bidder shall be a manufacturer of 
process refrigeration unit of vapor 
compressor type- 

Or 
Authorized direct dealer/ authorized 
distributor/ channel partner/ authorized 
system integrators of manufacturer. 
(whether the bidder is a manufacturer or 
authorized distributor of the 
manufacturer , the make of the offered 
item shall be that of manufacturer) 

If the bidder is a manufacturer, a self-declaration to that effect 
shall be submitted along with the bid. 

OR 
If the bidder is an authorized direct dealer/ authorized 
distributor/ channel partner/ authorized system integrators of 
manufacturer, an authorization letter from the manufacturer for 
bidding behalf of the manufacturer shall be submitted. 
(Authorization shall include OEM's commitment to supply 2 year 
spares also as per dealer's offer) 

 

2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The bidder shall have experience in the 
field of process refrigeration system and 
should have, supplied, installed and 
commissioned at least 1No. (one 
number) process refrigeration unit of 
vapor compression type having a cooling 
capacity of at least 19 TR in the last 7 
years to be reckoned from the date of 
opening of technical bids. 

 
Bidder to submit documentary evidence 
towards meeting the technical criteria 
above to support the references 
provided herein for fulfilling the PQ 
criteria.  

Bidder to submit documentary evidence towards meeting the 
technical criteria to support the references provided herein for 
fulfilling the PQ criteria. The following are minimum documents 
required: 
1. Details of reference unit including the details of contact 

person(s) and contact details such as ph.no. E-mail id etc. of 
the client. 

2. Copies of relevant order with order No and details including 
relevant technical extracts (such as type/ details of 
refrigeration unit supplied, value of order, cooling capacity 
(TR), other relevant details etc). as proof. 

3. Documentary evidence in respect of satisfactory 
commissioning of the job from the client towards the 
qualifying order submitted, in the form of copies of any of 
the documents (indicating respective order no.), such as 
follows: 
(i)  Satisfactory commissioning/ performance      report                                                 

(or) 
(ii) Proof of release of performance security after 

completion of the contract and successful 
commissioning                               (or) 

(iii) Proof of settlement/ release of final payment after 
successful commissioning against the qualifying order 
referred             (or) 

(iv) Any other documentary evidence that can 
substantiate the satisfactory commissioning of the 
qualifying order referred. 
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a) Bidder should have achieved an 
average annual turnover of minimum INR  
2 crores during the last three financial 
years ending on 31-03-2020 

AND 
b) Annual turnover for each year shall be 
minimum of INR 30 lakhs or above during 
the last three financial years ending on 
31-03-2020 

Copies of the relevant audited balance sheet and profit &loss 
account for the last three financial years ending 31-03-2020 duly 
authenticated by a chartered accountant/ cost accountant in 
India or equivalent in relevant foreign countries. 

 

Note :- 
1. For the above documents submitted as proof, the qualifying order No. and date of successful commissioning shall be indicated. 
2. Being a critical operation and equipment requirement, the conditions of prior turn over and prior experience for start-ups recognized by Dept. 

of industrial policy and promotion (DIPP) cannot be relaxed. 
3. FACT shall have liberty to verify the references submitted by the Bidders with users or customers and accept/reject the bids based on the 

feedback. 
4. Pre-Qualified bids will only be considered for Technical Evaluation. Technically and Commercially Acceptable Bids will only be considered for 

Price Bid opening. 
5. Submission of authentic documents for meeting the above technical and financial criteria is the prime responsibility of the Bidder.  Wherever 

FACT has concern or apprehension regarding the authenticity/correctness of any document, FACT reserves the right of getting the documents 
cross verified from the document issuing authority.  In case of ambiguity or incomplete documents, FACT reserves the right to reject the 
Bidders Bid without assigning any reason. 

6. FACT also reserves the right to reject the offer without notice, if all the required documents for PQ are not uploaded along with the offer. 

 


